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CGHE for inviting me
My research team: 18 researchers, 6 support staff, 15 PhD students
My university, collaborators and funders

Thank you



“The COVID-19 pandemic is … the most blatant expression of 
dangers of the post-truth age … characterized by less confidence in 
institutions, a lack of agreement on facts, and a blurring of the line 
between opinion and fact.” —Roy Schulman: Covid-19 and the Post-
Truth Age, online conference, 15th June 2020

Credit: 
@martinshovel



post-truth
/ˌpəʊs(t)ˈtruːθ/

relating to or denoting circumstances in 
which objective facts are less influential in 
shaping public opinion than appeals to 
emotion and personal belief



@yameydesigns







Honest scientists

Distorted by 
bad people in 

the media

Public 
confusion



The social and 
philosophical study 
of science suggests 
that scientific ‘truth’ 
is more complex than 
many people assume



MSc student group assignment

Go and get a fact

Carefully note the context in 
which it was generated

Bring it back to class to defend
to your classmates 

Following a tradition started by Professor Steve Woolgar



Latour and Woolgar

The laboratory as a strange tribe with its own 
myths and rituals

“some statements [made by scientists] 
appeared [to fellow scientists] more fact-like 
than others” 

Diagrams, graphs, tracings are “inscriptions” 
which come to depict “the way things are”



Thomas Kuhn

Science progresses in paradigms (concepts + 
theories + methods + instruments)

‘Normal science’

‘Paradigm shifts’

Paradigms constrain our thinking but they 
also support and refine our thinking



Becher & Trowler

Academics (not just scientists) hang out in 
‘tribes’ and defend their ‘territories’



Foucault

Knowledge is closely linked to power

“In any given culture and at any given 
moment, there is always only one épistémè
[scientific world view] that defines the 
conditions of possibility of all knowledge, 
whether expressed in a theory or silently 
invested in a practice.”



Bourdieu

Knowledge is “academic capital”.

Orthodoxy v heterodoxy



Scientific TRIBE with 
shared mental 
models of “the way 
things are” AND 
vested interests in 
existing power and 
prestige structures

Some media run 
with this ‘truth’; 

others follow 
different ‘tribes’

Public 
confusion

In-paradigm 
‘truth’



EXAMPLE



IS SARS-CoV-2 AIRBORNE?  
March-April 2020

Precautionary principle: we don’t have 100% 
proof yet, but let’s act pragmatically on the 
basis of the many stories we have

2nd April 2020

28th March 2020



President Trump’s Covid-19 
adviser, September 2020

Ě Ě Ě



IS SARS-CoV-2 AIRBORNE? March-April 2021

Yes (commentary, peer-reviewed):
Greenhalgh et al Lancet 15th April 2021

No (“living” systematic review, not peer-reviewed):
Heneghan et al F1000 Research; 24th March 2021 



TRIBE 1: Evidence-based medicine
Totem: The hierarchy of evidence

TRIBE 2: Pragmatic public health
Totem: The real-world case study



Evidence-based medicine

There is a hierarchy of evidence – with 
randomised controlled trials at the top

Good science is assumed to be defined 
by the use of correct methods

Some methods are better than others

If participants are randomized in an 
experiment, that is good science; if 
they’re not, it is less good science

Evidence-based medicine’s 
hierarchy of evidence



““

Heneghan and Jefferson



President Trump’s Covid-19 
adviser, September 2020



Pragmatic public health

There is no universally applicable hierarchy 
of evidence – though some methods may 
be more or less fit for purpose

Good science is assumed to be defined by 
the use of multiple methods, adaptively 
and pragmatically, to build a nuanced 
narrative of what has happened and why

Theory is at least as important as method

All the evidence needs to be explained (we 
can’t simply say “low quality => ignore”).

Pragmatic public health’s 
real-world case study



IGNORED MASK STUDIES: TOO FAR 
DOWN THE “HIERARCHY OF EVIDENCE”?

sneeze 
videos!

choir 
stories!



IGNORED MASK STUDIES: EVIDENCE FROM “THOSE OTHER COUNTRIES”

Vietnam: 44 deaths
Taiwan: 29 deaths
Hong Kong: 210 deaths

UK: 128,000 deaths
USA:610,000 deaths
Brazil: 450,000 deaths

Leffler et al 2020



IGNORED MASK STUDIES: ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS

Ferrets became infected 
with Covid-19 when 
connected only by an air 
duct with 4 x 90-degree 
bends

Kutter et al 2020: Nature Communications 2021; 12:  1653



IS SARS-CoV-2 AIRBORNE?

No Yes

EBM traditionalists:

- Ideally, RCTs ❌
- Consistent, direct isolation of 

viable virus from air samples ❌
- Consistent, direct infection of 

humans from sharing air ❌

Aerosol Scientists + Public Health:

- Super-spreader events e.g. choir 
practices ✅

- Long-range transmission e.g. 
quarantine hotels ✅

- Asymptomatic transmission ✅
- Indoors >> outdoors  ✅
- Ferrets in cages ✅
- Air sampling sometimes  ✅
- Air filters ✅
- Hospital-acquired Covid

reduced++ by mask-wearing  ✅



“The lack of recoverable viral culture samples of SARS-CoV-2 prevents firm 
conclusions to be drawn about airborne transmission. The current 
evidence is low quality, and there is an urgent need to standardise
methods and improve reporting.”

- Heneghan et al, “living” systematic review on the evidence for airborne 
transmission of SARS-CoV-2, March 2021 (and not updated since)

Orthodoxy 
power move



“Living” systematic review questioning airborne 
transmission failed peer review x2; authors appear 
to have decided not to update it. 

The orthodoxy has been (partially) overcome.



1. Moved FAST to 
summarise the 
heterodox view in a 
1200-word paper.

2. Persuaded the Lancet 
to publish it.

3. Mobilized our social 
media networks 
most-tweeted Lancet 
paper EVER.

4. Radio (live phone-ins), 
TV (breakfast sofas), 
newspapers x100. 



MENTAL MODELS





“Thoughts without content are empty; intuitions without 
concepts are blind”
– Immanuel Kant ‘Critique of pure reason’, 1781

“Theory without data is blind; data 
without theory is lame”
—Sean Carroll ‘The Big Picture’, 2016



ANOTHER EXAMPLE



Dr John Snow - - - - - Cholera epidemic mid-1800s - - - - - Broad St Pump



Edwin Chadwick’s
miasma theory: 
cholera spread by 
“foul air” (smell 
of sewage)



Data collected in mid-1800s to inform the 
science of cholera spread

- Weather conditions
- Temperature and humidity of air
- Whether air smelt foul
- Elevation of the land (because miasma was believed to stay low to 

the ground)
- Whether houses looked and smelt clean
- Whether containers used for water were clean



Data requested by Dr John Snow and his 
partner Henry Whitehead

- “Which pump did people get their water from?”

 Question added to weekly statistical returns in 1853
 Broad St pump handle removed Sept 1854



“it has been suggested by Dr Snow, that the real cause [of the epidemic] 
lay in the general use of one particular well, situated at Broad Street … 
and having (it was imagined) its waters contaminated with the rice-water 
evacuations of cholera patients. After careful enquiry, we see no reason 
to adopt this belief. We do not find it established that the water was 
contaminated in the manner alleged; nor is there before us any sufficient 
evidence to show whether inhabitants of the district, drinking from that 
well, suffered in proportion more than other inhabitants of the district 
who drank from other sources.”

National Board of Health report on Soho cholera epidemic, 1855



“it has been suggested by Dr Snow, that the real cause [of the epidemic] 
lay in the general use of one particular well, situated at Broad Street … 
and having (it was imagined) its waters contaminated with the rice-water 
evacuations of cholera patients. After careful enquiry, we see no reason 
to adopt this belief. We do not find it established that the water was 
contaminated in the manner alleged; nor is there before us any sufficient 
evidence to show whether inhabitants of the district, drinking from that 
well, suffered in proportion more than other inhabitants of the district 
who drank from other sources.”

National Board of Health report on Soho cholera epidemic, 1855Orthodoxy 
power move



“in riding his hobby [horse] very hard [Dr 
Snow] has fallen down through a gully-
hole and has never since been able to get 
out again”

Dr Thomas Wakley (founding editor of The 
Lancet). The Public Health and Nuisances 
Removal Bill: Dr Snow’s evidence. Lancet 
1855; 66: 634-637.



John Snow died in 1858.

The miasma theory of cholera persisted and 
continued to influence policy–until the 
devastating cholera outbreak in London in 
1866, where 93% of all victims were 
customers of a particular water company.

Slowly and quietly, the miasma theory of 
cholera was replaced by a waterborne theory.



ANOTHER EXAMPLE



ANOTHER (BRIEF) 
EXAMPLE



23rd May 2022: UK Health Security 
Agency’s protocol for investigating 
fulminant hepatitis published.

If your mental model of Covid-19 
is that it is “mild in children”, you 
won’t look for evidence of SARS-
CoV-2 infection in a mystery illness 
that is causing liver failure and 
death in children



Dyani Lewis, Nature Comms 7th

April 2022 p 604

WHO March 2020 “fake news: Covid 
is not airborne”

In July 2020, 237 aerosol scientists 
offered help to WHO, “overwhelming 
evidence”; offer was rejected

Dr John  Conly was a coauthor on the 
Heneghan review and chair of the key 
WHO committee that rejected 
airborne theory for two years



Mental models are not neutral – they are linked to scientific capital (power, 
prestige, accolades, influence). Those who hold them defend them fiercely.



TAKE-HOME POINTS
Scientists operate within shared 
mental models developed by 
previous scientists in our field.

Orthodox ways of doing science 
bring us status and power 
(“capital”) which we have a vested 
interest in defending.  

Media will pick the science that 
aligns with their narrative and 
offers a good story. 

If you don’t ride the tiger of 
mainstream and social 
media, it will ride you.



@trishgreenhalgh

THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR ATTENTION

Professor Trisha Greenhalgh, 
University of Oxford
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